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Abstract
For employers who desire a different way to evaluate students as potential employees for their company. The Employer to 
Students application is a web application that will provide Oregon companies with a new way to assess local students for 
potential job opportunities. Along with using traditional tools such as job applications and resumes, Employer to Students 
will also allow companies to gather information such as contact information through the information provided in student's 
personal profiles. This gives companies a good perspective on potential student employees, and allows companies to 
assess which students they believe would be most beneficial to their company. Students will also be able to upload a 
resume to the site that will address their personal accomplishments, such as research experience, publications, or projects 
the student has participated in. A recruiter can send a student an email on an email forum, and a student can reply to that 
email. Unlike current job finders, Employers to Students will give companies the ability to post projects that students can 
work on. This will allow students a glimpse into the type of work a company takes part in, and will enable the students to 
test if their personal skills and interests fit a specific company's needs. This will also allow the companies to see which 
students have the skill sets they are looking for.
Features
● Project Database
● Skills comparison between Students and Projects
● Student and Recruiter Profile
● Company Profile and Email Forms
Overview
● Abstract
● Feature 1 - 4
● Extra Feature Resume Upload
● Run Through Student, Recruiter, Admin
Feature 1 - Summary
● Projects Database
● User Story
○ As a recruiter I want the ability to post projects for students to view, so 
students can get better idea of the kind of work a company does.
Feature 2 - Summary
● Skills comparison between Students and Projects
● User Story
○ As a student I want to find listed projects that match my skills set posted 
on my profile, so I can easily apply for projects that I am qualified for.
Feature 3 - Summary
● Student and Recruiter Profile
● User Story
○ As a recruiter I want to be able to view a student's profile and contact the 
student through email forum, so I can get in touch with the students that I 
am interested in.
Feature 4 - Summary
● Company Profile and Email Forms
● User Story
○ As a student I want to be able to view a company's profile and I want to 
be able to contact the recruiter associated with that company in order to 
show interest in a posted project.
Extra Feature Resume Upload
● Resume Uploading
○ As a student I want to be able to upload a resume to the resume page so 
potential employers and recruiters can view my resume.
